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Summary

Strong global economic growth, a 
rebound in earnings, and easy 
financial conditions propelled 
global equity markets higher in the 
second quarter. Demand surges 
and supply bottlenecks 
contributed to isolated price 
spikes. Nevertheless, market-
based indicators of long-term 
inflation expectations suggest that 
these price pressures will be 
transitory. This expectation, 
reinforced by a relatively hawkish 
Fed, sent long-term Treasury 
yields lower in the second quarter, 
contributing to bond market gains 
in the U.S. and abroad. Commodity 
prices are up over 30% so far this 
year, spurred by the high demand 
for oil and industrial metals from a 
resurgent global economy. 

Steady Ascent of 
U.S. Equities

U.S. equity markets rose in five of the 
first six months of 2021, bringing the 
cumulative gain on the S&P 500 index 

to 15.3%. This steady ascent has contributed 
to stretched equity valuations coupled with a 
decline in the VIX. This key measure of near 
term expected equity market volatility 
calculated using options prices has fallen to 
its lowest level since the pandemic began 
(Exhibit 2). Lurking beneath the relative 
market calm, there were some signs of 
potential market vulnerability. Current 
stretched valuations are supported by a 
potentially unstable combination of continued 
low bond yields and a strong recovery from 
the pandemic. The former is at risk from 
incipient inflationary pressure generated by 
the speed of the recovery, while the outlook 
for the recovery is clouded by the uncertain 
impact on economic activity and confidence 
of the spread of the delta variant. 

Global Market Review

EXHIBIT 1:
Performance of Major Market Indices
Sources: S&P, MSCI, FTSE Russell, Barclays, Citigroup, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, J.P. Morgan, HFR, 
Bloomberg.
Year to date through June 30, 2021.
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equity markets have been led by bourses in 
the EMEA region (Europe, the Middle East 
and Africa), while China and other emerging 
Asian markets have lagged.

Fed’s Hawkish 
Tone Soothes 
Inflation Fears

Concern over the risk of inflation has 
been mounting in recent months. 
Capacity constraints, supply 

bottlenecks, stubbornly high job vacancy 
rates, and rising wage and input prices all 
paint a picture of an economy running hot as 
it speeds out of a deep recession. Against this 
backdrop, markets were relieved by the more 
hawkish than expected tone adopted by the 
June FOMC. The FOMC’s median forecast for 
the Fed Funds rate now projects two rate 
hikes in 2023, up from zero hikes in the 
projections of the March meeting. 
Immediately following the meeting, inflation 
expectations fell and ended the second 
quarter well below recent highs in May when 
inflation fears were most acute. Market 
derived inflation expectations over 5- and 
10-year horizons continue to point to relative 
price stability. Average inflation expectations 
over a 10-year horizon have been consistently 
below the 5-year average, suggesting market 
expectations that price pressures are likely to 
be transitory (Exhibit 4). 

Reversing the trend of the first quarter, growth 
stocks outpaced value in the second as tech 
stocks rebounded strongly following their 
lackluster performance earlier in the year. 
Declining bond yields contributed to growth’s 
resurgence. Despite this reversal of fortune in 
Q2, value stocks continue to lead growth by a 
wide margin so far in 2021. In addition to tech 
stocks, companies in the energy sector have 
enjoyed especially strong gains year this in 
the wake of the rapid economic recovery. 

Non-U.S. Equity 
Markets Lag the 
U.S.

Non-U.S. equity markets lagged the U.S. 
in the second quarter and so far in 
2021. The spread of the virulent delta 

variant has been more of a factor for non-U.S. 
economies, threatening to provoke renewed 
lockdowns in Europe and adding to the woes 
of emerging markets, especially those with 
low vaccination rates. For the first half of the 
year, advanced economy equity markets, as 
measured by the MSCI EAFE index, are up 
8.8%, compared with the 7.5% gain of their 
emerging market counterparts (Exhibit 3). 
Among advanced economy regions, European 
equity markets (+11.8%) have enjoyed the 
strongest gains so far this year. Emerging 

EXHIBIT 2:
Volatility Falls on Steady Equity Market Gains
Source: Bloomberg. Index Points.
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EXHIBIT 3:
Non-U.S. Equities Markets Lag U.S.
Source: Bloomberg. Index December 31, 2020 = 100.
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EXHIBIT 4:
Inflation Expectations Remain Well Anchored 
Source: U.S. Treasury Department. Inflation expectations measured by the difference between the yield on 
U.S. Treasuries and TIPS.
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Real Assets Led 
by Commodity 
Price Surge 

The NCREIF Open-End Funds Core Index 
(reported with a delay) returned 0.4% in 
2020, with all of the return driven by 

income. The industrial sector led other 
property types in 2020 due to investor 
demand and strong leasing by e-commerce 
companies. Hotels and retail properties fell 
sharply as vacancy rates were high and falling 
rent collections hurt operating income. The 
real yield on 10-year TIPS has increased so far 
in 2021 but remained negative (minus 0.9%) 
at end-June. Commodities are up 31.4% this 
year, led by a 51.4% increase in oil prices

Private Equity 
Returns Soar

Private equity valuations rebounded 
strongly in 2020 buoyed by public 
market gains. The Thomson Reuters/

Cambridge Index of U.S. private equity 
(reported with a two-quarter delay) gained 
26.1% in 2020. The amount of dry powder for 
global private equity firms remains quite high. 
Global M&A activity so far in 2021 is at record 
levels driven by abundant corporate cash 
reserves, high equity valuations, and strong 
earnings growth.

Reflecting this dynamic, U.S. Treasuries with 
maturities of 10 years or more gained nearly 
7% in the second quarter, while the index of 
Treasuries with maturities between 1-10 years 
was little changed. U.S. credit markets also 
rose as spreads on investment grade and high 
yield bonds narrowed further, approaching 
all-time lows. Despite the second quarter 
gains, Treasuries and investment grade 
corporate bonds remain down so far this year, 
while high yield bonds have gained 3.6%. 

Non-U.S. advanced economy sovereign bonds 
rose slightly in the second quarter, but remain 
down 6% in the first half of the year, with the 
bulk of the decline reflecting rising real yields. 
Emerging market sovereign bonds rose nearly 
4% in the second quarter, but remain down 
1% so far in 2021.

Hedge Funds 
Generate Modest 
Gains

Hedge funds gained 1.7% in the second 
quarter to bring year to date gains to 
3.4%. Sub-strategy dispersion 

remained pronounced in the second quarter 
with Equity Long/Short strategies gaining 
5.1% while global macro and event-driven 
strategies experienced muted gains. Equity 
and credit market neutral funds have 
struggled to extract alpha with equity and 
fixed income market volatility falling to low 
levels. Both strategies lag the aggregate 
benchmark by 1% or more in the first half of 
2021.
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Outlook & Strategy

Summary  
 
The Delta variant of the COVID-19 
virus has shaken vaccine-fueled 
confidence in a powerful and swift 
recovery of the global economy. 
Reflation trades predicated on the 
benign combination of high 
growth and moderate inflation 
have – at least temporarily – gone 
into reverse. The nervous switch 
between reflation and low-growth 
scenarios reflects how little is 
known about the pandemic and its 
impact on the economy and 
financial markets. Faced with 

“radical uncertainty” surrounding 
diametrically opposed outcomes, 
we believe that it is all the more 
important to base investment 
decisions on our, disciplined focus 
on valuations. Because most 
bonds, U.S. equities and especially 
growth stocks are too expensive 
from a value perspective, we hold 
them at underweights. In contrast, 
we overweight more attractively 
priced value stocks and non-U.S. 
equities. We expect that hedge 
funds will continue to benefit from 
market dislocations and maintain 
our overweight.        

Reflation, 
Stagnation, 
Stagflation?

Financial markets have been hit by quickly 
changing narratives about the state of the 
pandemic, the economy and the risk of 

inflation.

Longer-term forecasts for the global economy 
have improved considerably over the past six 
months. Massive fiscal and monetary policy 
stimulus, the rollout of effective vaccines and 

a rapid rebound in consumer and business 
confidence have facilitated an unexpectedly 
fast V-shaped recovery in many economies. 
The OECD, for example, has sharply upgraded 
its growth forecasts and now expects the 
global economy to grow by 5.8% in 2021 and 
by 4.4% in 2022. U.S. growth is widely 
expected to reach 7% this year and close to 
4% in 2022. Improved fundamentals and the 
prospect of a fading pandemic have fueled “a 
reflation trade” favoring risk assets and 
strategies that benefit from a growth rebound, 
ample liquidity, and supportive economic 
policies. 

Not all is well, however. The economic 
rebound has recently hit a speed bump as 
growth momentum slowed toward the end of 
the second quarter. The slowdown coincided 
with the accelerating spread of the Delta 
variant, which is driving an increase in COVID 
infections. This has raised concerns that 
renewed mobility restrictions and behavioral 
changes might curb economic activity and cut 
short the reflationary rebound.

Growth uncertainty is compounded by 
inflation uncertainty, particularly in the U.S. 
where the combination of statistical base 
effects, supply disruptions, and the sheer 
pace of the rebound has triggered isolated 
price spikes. In June, headline and core CPI 
inflation rose to record-high 5.4% yoy and 
4.5% yoy, respectively. Despite these incipient 
price pressures, massive fiscal stimulus, and 
continued monetary ease, long-term inflation 
expectations appear, so far at any rate, to be 
well anchored. Nevertheless, there is a 
growing chorus of concern that inflation will 
not merely be the transitory result of 
temporary supply bottlenecks. In this view, 
inflation is set to become entrenched, leading 
to rising bond yields and necessitating a 
sudden and highly disruptive reversal in Fed 
policy.

Markets face a tug of war between opposing 
narratives, each having far-reaching 
consequences with little guide to judge their 
probability. The narrative and market volatility 
we have experienced since the pandemic 
began are an expression of profound or 

“radical” uncertainty surrounding the future 
path of the pandemic, the global economy 
and financial markets.
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In such an environment, an investment 
approach that emphasizes robustness and 
resilience becomes paramount. A well-
diversified portfolio constructed to avoid 
unintended concentrations in different types 
of risk reduces the likelihood that a failure in 
one segment of the portfolio will lead to the 
failure of the whole. We seek to add value 
while preserving overall portfolio resilience by 
focusing our active positions in areas where 
prices have diverged significantly from 
fundamental valuations. This approach has 
served us well in past periods of severe 
market dislocation and is now helping us 
navigate the radical uncertainty of the 
pandemic.

Radical 
Uncertainty

Radical uncertainty arises when we know 
something, but not enough to enable us 
to act with confidence. And that is a 

situation we all too frequently encounter”. So 
write Mervyn King and John Kay in their essay 
on “The Radical Uncertainties of Coronavirus”. 
In it, the authors warn of overconfident 
forecasts in situations where only little can be 
known about a complex and often non-
stationary reality. Rather than drawing false 
comfort from pseudo-scientific scenario 
probabilities, it is more fruitful to embrace 
what we do not know and to construct 
strategies that are robust to these unknowns. 

While we always face radical uncertainty, the 
pandemic accentuates the degree of our 
ignorance and the size of the potential impact 
of widely divergent outcomes. This pandemic-
induced uncertainty has manifested itself in 
wildly vacillating forecasts for economic 
growth and inflation. We have seen the most 
precipitous drop in output since the Great 
Depression, followed by an equally sharp 
rebound. The market movements were 
equally extreme, with U.S. equities setting the 
record for the shortest bear market of all time. 
We conclude that the timing, pace, and 
duration of the recovery and the near-term 
mix of growth and inflation will be subject to 
an unusually wide band of uncertainty. 
Markets will remain subject to substantial 
data surprises and changing narratives.

There are some things we know or have 
recently learned, however, which can help 
inform our investment strategy. We do know 
that most pandemics fade as the combination 
of vaccines and infections create increased 
levels of immunity. We have also gained a 
better understanding of policy makers’ 
reaction functions in the current pandemic. 
Since the early days of the pandemic, 
monetary and fiscal policy in most economies 
has been exceptionally accommodative and 
responsive to economic weakness. Central 
banks swiftly moved to avert a financial crisis 
by pulling all monetary policy levers to 
provide liquidity support to firms and 
households. Fiscal policy successfully kept the 
economic lights on with unprecedented fiscal 
programs to counter the recessionary effect 
of mandatory and voluntary social distancing 
and to stimulate an economic rebound once 
economies started to re-open. Policy-makers 
have unambiguously signaled that they will 
continue to support their respective 
economies on the path to recovery from the 
pandemic. This will likely include swift policy 
responses to pandemic flare-ups like the 
current spread of the Delta variant that could 
threaten the economic recovery or the 
stability of financial markets.

Remaining 
Steady While 
Watching 
Inflation

Our disciplined approach shuns 
decisions based on short-term swings 
in scenarios and narratives. We 

maintain instead a steady approach that 
posits an eventual cyclical upswing in most 
developed and emerging economies as the 
most likely outcome. While virtually 
impossible to accurately time, we believe, the 
positives will eventually line up. The 
pandemic will fade. Policy makers will likely 
protect the recovery with prudently 
accommodative policies. Consumer sentiment 
and business confidence will recover and once 
again underpin renewed consumption and 
investment. 
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In such a scenario, the future path of inflation 
will be key. In the near term, elevated inflation 
appears likely, particularly in the U.S. for two 
reasons. First, statistical base effects, 
pandemic related dislocations like supply 
chain disruptions, the chaotic unleashing of 
pent up demand, and policy stimulus will 
combine to generate higher inflation. Second, 
the Fed has modified its reaction function to 
allow inflation to overshoot its long-term 2 
percent target to make up for past shortfalls 
and help labor markets achieve full 
employment. In the longer-term, a benign 
inflation profile will depend on whether 
inflation expectations remain anchored. 
While the formation of inflation expectations 
is a function of many factors, it is typically the 
case that persistent inflation today 
entrenches expectations for more inflation 
tomorrow. Policy makers face a tricky 
transition as the need for stimulus wanes. 

Asset Allocation 
and Portfolio 
Construction

In this environment, we see many 
opportunities to add value by adhering to 
our disciplined approach focused on 

exploiting divergences of market prices from 
our estimate of fair value. Our analysis of 
longer-term economic conditions and trends 
then helps to inform our analysis of 
fundamental valuations.  

We split active risk in our portfolios between 
bottom-up security selection and top-down 
asset-allocation and structuring decisions. 
We favor active bottom-up decisions as the 
source of added value that is likely to be more 
robust and persistent. We implement 
bottom-up decisions through the managers 
we select. We directly implement top-down 
decisions, which by their nature are more 
episodic in nature and by design account for a 
smaller share of our active risk budget. We 
find that excess returns from bottom-up 
decisions are more repeatable and, over time, 
have accounted for the lion’s share of our 
alpha.

Record low yields across government and 
corporate bond market are not sustainable, in 
our opinion. Nominal 10-year Treasury yields 
now hovering between 1.3% and 1.7%, are 
inconsistent with a U.S. economy that is set to 
grow at a far faster rate in both nominal and 
real terms over the near- to medium term. We 
therefore retain our solid duration 
underweight in U.S. fixed income markets. 
Additionally, we have moved to an 
underweight in corporate credit. Credit 
spreads are close to historic lows and offer 
little margin of safety to creditors who, in 
addition to low yields, face much reduced 
creditor protections.

In equity markets, we combine regional tilts 
with a style tilt in the U.S. Our valuation 
gauges continue to flag a substantial 
overvaluation of U.S stocks in absolute terms 
and relative to other geographies. We offset a 
solid underweight to U.S. stocks only partially 
with small overweights to non-U.S. developed 
and emerging markets, yielding an 
underweight to equities overall. In addition to 
the equity underweight, we tilt the U.S. equity 
allocation towards value stocks, which have 
been trading at excessive discounts relative to 
their over-priced growth counterparts. 
Growth stocks outperformed for much of the 
low-growth and low-inflation business cycle 
that followed the Great Financial Crisis in 
2008/09. We believe that the prospect of an 
extended post-pandemic cyclical economic 
rebound will play an important role in 
hastening the normalization of this long-
standing and substantial dislocation.

The pandemic and its unprecedented 
economic and financial dislocations continue 
to offer hedge funds a wide and promising 
opportunity set across all major strategies 
and market segments. The potential for a 
well-diversified hedge fund portfolio to 
generate substantial returns that are largely 
uncorrelated to major markets is invaluable 
for constructing robust and efficient portfolios 
and diversifying the portfolio away from 
overpriced stocks and bonds.

Putting these positions together, the overall 
market risk embedded in our portfolios 
continues to be in line with the risk of our 
policy benchmarks.
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Special Topic

In Bitcoin We 
Trust?

Invented in 2008, Bitcoin made its trading 
debut in 2009 at a price measured in 
hundredths of U.S. cents. A year later, 
Bitcoin’s price had risen to 8 cents, still small 
change but a massive percentage jump. It 
reached 67 cents in 2011, $435 in 2015, 
peaked at over $60,000 last year and now 
trades at under $40,000 (Exhibit 1). The 
narrative surrounding Bitcoin has been every 
bit as hyperbolic as its price. Some see it as a 
new form of money free from government 
control that will displace fiat currencies. 
Others liken Bitcoin to digital gold and buy it 
as an inflation hedge. Criminals prize its 
anonymity as a way to hide ill-gotten gains. 
Some see it as a legitimate investment, while 
others buy Bitcoins like lottery tickets in the 
hope of getting rich quick. While Bitcoin’s 
inventor claimed to be motivated by distrust 
of fiat currency, the mainly young, tech-savvy, 
men who dominate crypto trading appear 
more motivated by speculative gain than 
creating a new monetary system. This 
quarter’s special topic assesses whether 
Bitcoin has what it takes to be money or a 
prudent investment. 

Mining for Digital Gold

Money is nothing more than a social 
convention. Its form is immaterial and items 
accepted as money have taken many forms 
over the millennia, including shells, salt, furs, 
cocoa beans, cigarettes, gold, silver, base 
metals, notes and coins, and now bits and 
bytes. The key is its general acceptance as 
money, and that acceptance is based on trust. 

Bitcoin’s novel feature is the decentralized 
nature of its database of transactions. Its 
distributed ledger technology offers both 
relative anonymity and significant protection 
from the meddling of governments. In Bitcoin, 
trust is grounded in its technology.

When a Bitcoin user initiates a transaction, a 
“miner” updates the ledger to account for the 
transaction. The proof-of-work process to 
update the ledger is like mining for rare 
numbers via laborious computations. Once 
the initial proof of work is complete, other 
miners and users can easily also update the 
ledger and verify that the transaction is valid. 
The proof-of-work process allows Bitcoin to 
maintain decentralized ledgers that all can 
trust as valid.

EXHIBIT 1:
Bitcoin’s Price Soars and Plummets
Source: Coindesk. US$ per Bitcoin. Data through June 2021. 
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Money, Asset, or another Sign of 
Froth? 
 
Unfortunately, the decentralized ledger also 
undermines Bitcoin’s ability to perform the 
core functions of money – a means of 
transaction, a unit of account, and a store of 
value. Bitcoin is capable of processing only a 
handful of transactions per second, compared 
with Visa’s capacity of 65,000 transactions 
per second. Unlike effective payments 
systems, Bitcoin suffers from diseconomies of 
scale. Direct transaction costs are highly 
variable and rise with the number of 
transactions.

Bitcoin is costly in other ways as well. Even at 
current low volume levels, Bitcoin’s 
transactions consume the same amount of 
energy as Norway – 124 trillion watts per year. 
Bitcoin is also a profligate consumer of 
computing memory. Each transaction adds a 
few hundred bytes to the ledger, leading to 
exponential growth. The capacity needed to 
handle the volume of transactions regularly 
processed by Visa or Mastercard would 
quickly overwhelm networks.

Bitcoin is too volatile to serve as a unit of 
account and a store of value. Bitcoin’s price 
volatility is a large multiple of major fiat 
currencies, stocks, and bonds, and can be as 
high as 30% per day. Bitcoin’s extreme 
volatility casts doubt on its claim to be “digital 
gold” as well as its suitability as a prudent 
investment. Even a small amount of Bitcoin is 
capable of having a meaningful impact on the 
total return of a diversified portfolio.

Detractors of Bitcoin call it “dirty money”, and 
not just because of its profligate energy use. 
At one point, it was estimated that up to 46% 
of Bitcoin transactions and one quarter of its 
users were involved in criminal activity. 
Criminal activity remains a significant source 
of demand for Bitcoin.

Ill-equipped to handle a large volume of 
transactions, rapacious in its energy and 
computer use, too volatile to serve as a unit of 
account, store of value, or prudent investment, 
and tainted by the whiff of illicit activity, 
Bitcoin seems a poor substitute for money 
and a potentially harmful component of a 
diversified portfolio. It also faces potential 
competition from central banks keen on 
developing their own digital currencies, likely 
based on a centralized ledger that will address 
Bitcoin’s transaction volume constraints, high 
trading costs, high energy usage, and high 
computer memory demands. The motivation 
for central bank digital currency is 
diametrically opposed to the original vision of 
cryptocurrency as an anonymous type of 
money outside the purview of a central 
authority. It would be ironic if Bitcoin’s 
ultimate contribution to the long and storied 
history of money were the creation of an 
efficient digital currency under central bank 
control that displaces the decentralized 
money its inventor envisaged.

NOTE: This material is for informational purposes only 
and should not be construed as investment advice or 
an offer to sell, or the solicitation of offers to buy, any 
security.  Opinions expressed herein are current as of 
the date appearing in this material and are subject to 
change at the sole discretion of Strategic.  This 
document is not intended as a source of any specific 
investment recommendations.
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Strategic, a pioneer in dedicated Outsourced CIO (OCIO) 
solutions since 1987, offers a comprehensive service 
platform for managing customized portfolios for institutional 
investors. Our proprietary process combines active 
portfolio management, rigorous risk management, and open 
architecture manager selection. 

Strategic functions as our clients’ investment partner and co-fiduciary, effectively 
becoming an extension of their resources. Clients are then free to focus on 
their core missions, while we focus on providing the highly specialized portfolio 
management expertise that clients need to meet their investment goals. 
Depending on a client’s needs and preferences, Strategic can orchestrate the 
management of an entire portfolio comprising multiple asset classes, focus on 
specific asset classes, such as alternatives (e.g., hedge funds, real estate, and/
or private equity) or international investments, or manage strategies with high 
potential for adding value (e.g., portable alpha). Customized liability-driven 
investing (LDI) solutions, whether through an integrated total portfolio approach 
or a targeted long-duration strategy, are also available, as are solutions that 
address mission-related investment objectives.  

We strive to build enduring partnerships with our clients by strengthening their 
investment programs through a dynamic, value-enhancing investment process, 
sound governance framework, and world class client service.  Our mission is to 
empower investors through experience, innovation, and excellence.

For more information, please email us at  
inquiries@strategicgroup.com.
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